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Presidential peripateticisms – “While this magnetic”
This Newsletter completes the baker’s dozen (13) and has not been
auspicious – at least, this is the third time that I’m re-writing this
editorial! It will also be, for other reasons, relatively short.
As our AGM has now been and gone – and in my opinion was
very successful (see below) – and as Gaby has been, as usual, so
prompt in sending me the draft Minutes, these are attached (for the
Society’s members only, I’m afraid) at the end of this Newsletter, together with a synopsis of
our financial situation as of 30 June 2018.
In my previous peripateticisms, I mentioned the resignation from the Board of two of our
founder members, Corinna and Joanna. Regretfully, Claire McDonack, after a four-year stint,
has also decided to leave the Board, so that my call last time for members to come forward to
come on the Board has, in some ways, become more acute. However, I am delighted to report
that Tiffany Butt, who most of you will know as our delightful and patient ‘resident’ pianist,
has agreed to join the Board: she will, I am certain, provide an important contribution.
I write “in some ways” as the Board has come to the decision (not, incidentally, for the first
time) that the Society needs a small(er) set of its members to be part of the decision-making
process (i.e. the Board), another equally small set whose services are permanently required and
a larger set of those who can be called on sporadically and event-specific, together with, of
course (and here there are natural overlaps), ‘professionals’ and our own singers. Let me
explain what I mean in more detail.
Decision-making process: This is the job of the Board together with the administration of
the Society. At the very least and as defined in its Bylaws, there needs to be a President (or
Chair) and a Treasurer. Add to this someone to take Minutes, and at least one person – better
two – to guide and advise the Board on the Society’s musical requirements and possibilities,
and we have a core of five. Naturally, some of these roles can be done by a single person, at
least for a limited period. Finally, our PostFinance account requires at least two signatures, so
that, here too, to guarantee continuity, at least three – better, four – Board members should have
full access rights. As of now, the Board consists of Tiffany Butt, Sarah Ebner, Gaby Felix,
Johanna Macleod Honegger, Beverley Worboys and myself, with everyone, as such, fulfilling
the above criteria as a body (but which need to be discussed and, in part, allotted at the next
Board meeting).
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Permanent service requirements: Although the list can be ever extended, there are at
least four which the Board has identified. They are: an Auditor, a Book-keeper, an ‘Advertising
Agent’ and a Webmaster. As, however, none of these need be Board members (and in the case
of the Auditor, cannot be), each post, at least in the short-term, continues to be filled. Felix
Schurter will remain our Auditor and Joanna Lonergan our Book-keeper, Claire McDonack will
continue to design the flyers and various adverts based on text fed her, and Nicholas Arthur
(aka my son), who set up the revamped website, has offered (sic!) to upload documents, photos
etc, to maintain it and sporadically suggest improvements.
Sporadic service and event-specific requirements: This set is unchanged from the past, and
involves, depending on the event, co-organising, setting up chairs and tables, purchasing and
delivering food and drink, manning the bar, clearing up, etc etc. This does not need to – and
indeed should not – be the same people on every occasion, so a pool of names is our aim here.
‘Professional’ and our singers: This has been dealt with in the past and need not be
reiterated, although that does not mean that we have a full complement of, especially, the latter
– far from it! However, here too I can report a very positive development: those present at the
September Showcase will have been, as I, bowled over by Tatjana Gadzik’s solo, “I built upon
a rock” from Princess Ida. Tatjana, who stood in at very short notice for an indisposed singer,
has decided to join the Society! We are very proud to have another internationally acclaimed
soprano in our midst.
But there is no room for complacency when I write that the responsibilities of the Board
are covered by its remaining members. First, that can quickly change; secondly, fresh ideas are
always welcome; thirdly, some of the Board’s tasks (e.g. mailings and membership, venue
vetting) not mentioned here will be done by those already filling another role. Consequently,
there are still vacancies to fill! Equally, and as an example, the ‘venue vetting’ could be done
by someone not on the Board, i.e. in the second set of the above, so that here too a volunteer or
volunteers would be welcome. Finally, we always need people to help at the events.
All of the above was cited and, in part, discussed at the AGM, together with a discussion
on the Society’s medium-term outlook. I will expand on this point in a future Newsletter, but
the bare bones may be gleaned from the attached (for members) draft Minutes. As you’ll be
able to read, our finances are healthy, the planned events in the coming months and those
envisaged thereafter should be of interest, and our membership is stable … but, all that
notwithstanding, in Kitchener’s words (with apologies), “Your Society need you!”
Addendum: Many thanks to all who rejoined and paid their dues, most of whom did so within
the three-month grace period. Pro memoria, our financial year runs from 1 July to 30 June,
with membership due by 30 September at the latest. For those reading this who are not
members, but cannot wait to enrol, then a simple email or, better still, direct payment (all details
at the end of this Newsletter) will redress this iniquity!

Board decisions – “That we will well and
truly try”
The Board has met twice since the last Newsletter, and
most of the time was taken up with the composition and
future of the Board and its ‘satellites’, and the preparation
of this year’s AGM.
However, in addition the Board has returned to the
subject of advertising: its use (i.e. compared with through
word of mouth), cost, coverage and frequency. We
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already have a quid pro quo arrangement with the Semi-Circle (see, for example, at the end of
this Newsletter) which the Board feels is to our mutual advantage, but other outlets are not so
obvious. The French Letter, for example, even though, for a recent event, an advantageous
price was offered against proof of reading our advert there, produced not a single reservation
(as far as can be ascertained). On the other hand, it seems clear that advertising through
Centrepoint and, very recently, in the Basel Life Magazine could very well generate interest.

Forthcoming Society events –
“Then no longer let us linger”

Monday, 26th November: “Singing for Pleasure!” An intermediate workshop for
learner singers – with Nora Tiedcke
The third in Nora’s series for members (and non-members of course!) to improve their singing
technique. Details below or contact Sarah Ebner (sarebrod8@hotmail.com), the coordinator
for this event. Payment prior to the workshop requested.
As the greater majority of you have received this Newsletter as an e-document, you can
register directly under:
https://goo.gl/forms/i3w9h4a4yF8xBisf1 or write to savoyardsbasel@gmail.com.
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Friday, 7th December: The Yule Apéro
As explained in the last Newsletter, it’s a case of “never change a winning team” … except for
the format (a little), the pianist (but still a known factor), the compère (???). Gone is the
concluding story by yours truly, but only as I shall, this year, be leading you through the
evening! To offset this disappointment, I will be joined by Tiffany who will be leading you
into and accompanying you through the carols, most of which will be well known to you. But
the venue’s the same, as is the entrance fee, the copious drinks and nibbles, the bonhomie, in
fact, everything important, and yes, including the raffle with sumptuous prizes! Come along,
bring your friends and relations and enjoy an evening emptying your lungs and filling your
stomachs.
Here too the details are below, but don’t hesitate to contact me for more information
(stephan.v.arthur@icloud.com). Prior payment is always welcome, but the entrance will be
(wo)manned on the evening. And don’t forget to anyway bring some cash for the raffle!
Again, you can register directly under:
https://goo.gl/forms/hF6OvN2Wbc6usjTQ2 or write to savoyardsbasel@gmail.com.

Review of recent Society events –
“Singing so merrily, ‘Trial la law’ ”

Thursday, 18th October: The Society’s AGM
A simple two lines to register the fact in a Newsletter that this was held, but, as I’ve already
waxed fairly long on this in my editorial, I’ll waste no more of your time here.
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The September Showcase – 22nd September 2018
I’m afraid that I must disappoint: the revue which I was promised never arrived! This in part
illustrates the difficulty that the Board has to get such a review for the Newsletter, but also
whom and, almost more important, when to ask: in advance, during the event or after.
This notwithstanding, I found the evening delightful and a remarkable achievement by our
members and those non-members who so generously gave their time to make the evening a
success. I hope to adequately report on the evening in the next Newsletter: aufgeschoben ist
nicht aufgehoben!

Other items of interest: The Semi-Circle presents “Friendships?”
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Contacts
The Gilbert & Sullivan Society
c/o Stephan Arthur
Hombergstrasse 9
CH-4433 Ramlinsburg
Switzerland
website: www.savoyards.ch
emails:
membership@savoyards.ch
contact@savoyards.ch
Bank information:
a/c holder: The Gilbert & Sullivan Society
4000 Basel
a/c no: 40-333742-6
IBAN: CH20 0900 0000 4033 3742 6
BIC: POFICHBEXXX
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